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Abstract 
Vande Vate, J-H., Structural properties of matroid matchings, Discrete Applied Mathematics 39 
(1992) 69-85. 
This paper refines Lovasz’s duality theory for the linear matroid parity problem by: 
(1) characterizing a minimum cover in terms of maximum matchings, 
(2) characterizing maximum matchings in terms of a minimum cover and 
(3) characterizing critical structures called hypomatchable components. 
We describe a naturally arising lattice of minimum covers for primitive parity problems and 
characterize the least and greatest elements in this lattice. For not necessarily primitive parity 
problems, we introduce a class of minimum covers whose members form a lattice and show that 
the critical components in the least element of this lattice exhibit a special property called “hyper- 
matchability”. 
1. Introduction 
Consider an r x 2n matrix A with columns partitioned into pairs A( l),A(2), . . . , 
A(n). A linearly independent set of paired columns is called a matching and the 
linear matroid parity problem is to find a matching of maximum cardinality. Ex- 
amples of the linear matroid parity problem include: graphic matchings, linear 
matroid intersections, maximum branchings and Giles’ [ 121 matching forests. 
Lawler 1161 originally posed the parity problem in general matroids. Lovasz 8191 
and, independently, Korte and Jensen [15] showed that if we restrict ourselves to 
oracles to compute ranks, this general matroid parity problem admits no 
polynomially bounded soiution procedure. Lovasz [ 18,191 developed a polynomial 
algorithm and a minimax relation for the linear parity problem. Orlin et al. [21,22] 
developed an O(r4n) algorithm based on matroid intersections and Gabow and 
Stallmann I! I] developed an 0(r3n) augmenting paths algorithm. 
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Previous research on the linear matroid parity problem has either provided a 
minimax relation as in Lovasz [ 181 or a polynomial-time algorithm as in Lovasz 
[ 151, Orlin et al. [21], Orlin and Vande Vate [22] and Gabow and Stallmann [ 1 I]. 
In this paper, we r-efine Lovasz’s duality theory for the parity problem taking as our 
paradigm results following from the Edmonds-Gallai duality theory for graphic 
matchings Thus, we: 
(1) cha: acterize a minimum cover or dual solution in terms of maximum match- 
ings or primal solutions, 
(2) characterize maximum matchings in terms of a minimum cover and 
(3) characterize critical structures called hypomatchable components. 
Our characterization is not only a generalization, but also a refinement of the 
Edmonds-Gallai duailty theory. Whereas the Edmonds-Gallai duality theory 
characterizes the greatest element in a naturally arising lattice of dual solutions, we 
characterize the least element in this lattice. It is interesting to note that this least 
element partitions the odd sets into the nonseparable subsets required in the Schrij- 
ver System for the graphic matching polytope (see Cook and Pulleyblank [2]). 
Although we cannot describe the matroid matching polytope, we do extend the 
notion of criticality or hypomatchability to the parity problem and explore the 
related property of “hypermatchability”. 
In Section 2 we review the Edmonds-Gallai duality theory for graphic matchings. 
This theory characterizes an optimal dual solution or minimum cover in terms of 
optimal primal solutions or maximum matchings. In Section 3 we introduce the 
linear matroid parity problem and review Lovasz’s duality theory for it. Lovasz [ 181 
characterized a minimum cover for those parity problems, called primitive, with no 
point in the span of every maximum matching. In Section 4 we show that the covers 
of a primitive parity matrix form a natural attice. Lovasz characterized the greatest 
element in this lattice. We characterize the least. In Section 5 we extend these results 
to a class of minimum covers for not necessarily primitive parity problems. We 
characterize the least element in the lattice of thejc Lovers and observe that its 
critical components enjoy the additional property we call hypermatchability. We 
conclude by returning to the special case of graphic matchings. 
2. The Edmonds-Gallai duality theary 
The most important special case of the parity problem it; the graphic matching 
problem. In this section we review the Edmonds-Gallai duality theory for this 
special case. This theory serves as the paradigm motivating our investigations into 
the structure of solutions to the linear matroid parity problem. 
Let G = (I/, E) be a graph with vertex set I/ and edge set E. A matching of G is 
a subset M of .E such that no two edges of Mare incident to a common vertex. The 
graphic matching problem is to find a matching of maximum cardinality. 
For a subser S of vertices, let G(S) denote the subgraph induced by S, i.e., the 
graph with vertex set S and edge set {(i,j> EE: ie S and jE S>. We say that C(S) 
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is trivial if it has no edges. A matching M of G incident to each vertex of V is a 
perfect matching. A perfect matching M of G( V- {u}), incident to all but exactly 
one vertex of V, is a hypomatching of G. A graph G is hypomatchable or critical 
if for each vertex v there is a perfect matching of G( V- (v>). 
A cover of G is a collection @? = (C,: k E [ l... ml> of subsets of V such that for 
each edge (i,j)E E, either: 
l (i}Eg, 
l {j} E @?, or 
* both i and j are in Ck for some kE [l...m]. 
The capacity of a cover %? = ( Ck: k E [ l... ml}, denoted cap( @Q, is 
where 
cap(g)= C cap(&), 
ke[l...nt] 
wW = 
LWU if ICkl>l, 
1 
9 otherwise, 
a.nd LtJ is the largest integer not exceeding t. Thus, cap(C,) is a simple upper 
bound on the size of a maximum matching in G(&). Note, however, that a cover 
@? need not be a partition of V. In fact, @? need not contain every vertex in V. 
Theorem 1 is a restatement of the Edmonds-Gallai duality theory for graphic 
matchings. See Edmonds [7], Pulleyblank [23], Pulleyblank and Edmonds [24], 
Cornu6jols and I-Iartvigsen [4], Schrijver [25], Lovasz and Plummer [20], Cook [l] 
and Cook and Pulleyblank [2] for further discussion of this theory. 
Theorem 1. Given a graph G = ( FE), 
l let the vertex v be outer and in the set 0 if and only if there is a maximum 
matching which leaves v unmatched, 
l let the vertex v be inner and in the set I if and only if v is matched by each max- 
imum matching and v is adjacent o an outer vertex, 
l let the vertex v be remaining and in the set R if and only if v is matched by each 
maximum matching, but v is not adjacent o an outer vertex. 
TBen 
(1) @? is a minimum cover where 
l for each VE I, (v) E g, 
l REg,and 
l the vertices of each nontrivial, connected component of G(0) are an ele- 
ment of @, 
(2) each connected component of G(0) is hypomatchable, and 
(3) a matching A.4 is a maximum matching if and only if 
0 M contains a perfect matching of G(R), 
l M contains a hypomatching of each connected component of G(O) ad 
l A4 matches each inner vertex to a vertex in a distinct connected component 
of G(O)- 
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Edmonds [S] developed an efficient algorithm for the graphic matching problem 
that recognizes and shrinks hypomatchable or critical subgraphs. Shrinking critical 
components reduces the problem of finding a maximum matching in the nonbipar- 
tite graph G, to finding. a maximum matching in the bipartite graph G’ whose ver- 
tices correspond to the inner vertices of G and the connected components of G(0). 
Given a perfect matching of G(R) and a maximum matching of G’, we may con- 
struct a maximum matching of G by finding an appropriate hypomatching in each 
connected component of G(0). 
In the next section, we review Lovasz’s duality theory for the linear matroid parity 
problem and discuss its relationship to Theorem 1. 
3. Lovasz’s duality theory 
Consider an r x 2n matrix A with columns partitioned into pairs 
41),42), l ..9 A@) called lines. We refer to the matrix A together with the partition 
of its columns as a parity matrix. A linearly independent set of lines is called a 
matching and tine linear rnatroid parity problem is to find a matching with a max- 
imum number of lines. We denote the maximum number of lines in a matching by 
v(A). 
We may formulate the matching problem in a graph G as a parity problem by con- 
structing a parity matrix A with a line for each edge of G. The line corresponding 
to the edge (i,j) consists of the ith and&h unit vectors. A set of lines in this parity 
matrix is linearly independent if and only if no unit vector appears more than once, 
i.e., if and only if the corresponding edges form a matching in G. 
In general, the matrix A is defined over a field F and its columns span a vector 
space V. We refer to each nonzero vector u as a point since u spans the one- 
dimensional subspace {au: cy E F}. 
For each finite set X of points in V, we let 1x1 denote the number of points in 
X, sp(X) denote the linear subspace spailned by X and r(X) dlenote the linear rank 
or dimension of sp(X). A linearly independent set of points which spans the 
subspace sp(X) is called a base of X. 
Lovasz’s minimax relation for the linear matroid parity problem involves two 
operations: contraction and consolidation. Contracting a set K of points in V cor- 
responds to projecting orthogonally to the subspace sp(K). For a subset Xof points 
in V, the rank of X cotitract K, denoted r(X/K), is defined to be r(X V K) - r(K). 
Equivalently, if DU % is a base of X such that 2 is a base of sp(X) n sp(K), then 
r(X/K) = IDi. In general, we refer to a base DU 2, where 2 is a base of 
sp(X)n sp(K), as a K-base x r’ X. 
Consolidation, the second operation in Lovasz’s minimax relation, may be viewed 
as a generalization of the operation of shrinking in the graphic matching problem. 
To simplify our discussion of consolidation, we generalize our definition of parity 
matrix to denote a matrix A together with any partition z of its columns into subsets 
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A(i), in II, called components. Thus, an instance of the linear matroid parity prob- 
lem is described by a parity matrix in which each component is a line. 
For a subset I of { 1 . . . n}, we let A(1) denote the parity matrix [A(i), k I]. For 
a partition R={I’: jE [l...k]) of (l,...,n), we refer to the parity matrix 
n(A)=[A(Q): jE[l...k]] as the n-consolidation of the parity matrix A= 
[A(i): i E [I . . . n]]. Conversely, we refer to the parity matrix A 2’s a refinement of 
n(A). 
A pair (z(A), K), where n(A) is a consolidation of A and K is a set of points in 
V, is a cover of A. The component A(I’) is an odd component if r(A(Ij)/K) is odd. 
Otherwise, A(Ij) is an even component. The capacity of @(A),K), denoted 
CAP@(A), K), is: 
CAP(n(A), K) = r(K) + C (Lr(A(Ij)/K)/2 J : Ij E IT). (1) 
In the case of graphic matchings, a cover (t;(A), K) corresponds to a cover 
%‘= { Ck: k E [P . . . m]} as follows. The set K corresponds to the set I of inner ver- 
tices and for each vertex u E K, {o) E %!?. The components of n(A) correspond to sets 
of edges. For each component A(Ij) with r(A(I’)/K)> 1, the set Cj of vertices in 
V-K incident to edges in A(Ij) is a member of g. 
Lovasz [18] proved the following minimax relation for the parity problem. 
Theorem 2. For each cover (n(A), K), v(A)r CAP@(A), K). Moreover, there is a 
cover (z(A), K) of A such that v(A) = CAP(lr(A), K). 
We refer to a cover (x(A), K) of A such that v(A) = CAP@(A), K) as a minimum 
cover of A. Before describing our canonical, minimum cover, we introduce the 
following terminology arid observe some simple consequences of Theorem 2. 
Let M be a matching of A and let K be a set of points in V. We say that M is 
a K-hypomatching of A if 
r(M/K) = r(M) = r(A/K) - 1. 
If M is a K-hypomatching, then r(A/K) is odd and among all matchings of A or- 
thogonal to K, M has maximum cardinality. K-hypomatchings generalize hypo- 
matchings in a graph. 
We say that M is a K-hypermatching of A if 
r(M/K) = r(M) - 1 = r(A/K). 
If M is a K-hypermatching of A, then r(A/K) is odd and sp(M) n sp(K) is a unique 
point denoted by K(M). Note that if M is a K-hypermatching, there is a line A(i) 
such that M-A(i) is a K-hypomstching. 
Finally, Iye say that M is a K-perfect matching of A if 
r(M/K) = r(M) = r(A/K). 
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Note that if M is a K-perfect matching of A, then r(A/K) is even and among all 
matchings of A orthogonal to K, M has maximum cardinality. K-perfect matchings 
generalize perfect matchings :n a graph. 
The following theorem, originally proved in Orlin et al. [21], shows that hypo- 
matchings, hypermatchings and perfect matchings are the fundamental building 
blocks of maximum matchings. 
Theorem 3. Let @(A), K) be a minimum cover and M a maximum matching of A 
andfor each IjEX, let M(j)=MnA(Ij). Then 
(1) for each even component A(Ij), M(j) is a K-perfect matching of A(Ij), 
(2) for each odd component A(Ij), M(j) is either a K-hypomatching or a K- 
tiypermatching 0~~ A($), and 
(3) for exactly r(K) odd components A(Ij), M(j) is a K-hypermatching of A(b). 
Proof. For each component A($) let M’(j) = D( j) U K(j) be a K-base of M(j). 
Partition the columns of each M’(j) into pairs and let dj be the number of pairs 
with both columns from D(j) and ki the number of pairs with at least one member 
from K(j). Then, 
]M1/2= C (kj+dj: bwz)=r(K)+ C (Lr(A(h)/K)/2]: FEZ). 
Moreover, MjS 1 D( j)l I r(A($)/K) for each 4 E n and since the points of M are 
linearly independent, C (kj: 4 E n) I r(K). Hence 
and 
dj= Lr(A(Z’)/K)/2 J for each 4 E II, (2) 
C (kj: l”E n)=r(K). (3) 
Since M’= U(M’(j): 1jE n) may have at most r(K) columns from K, (3) implies 
that each pair with a column from K(j) must have exactly one member from K(j) 
and one member from D(j). 
If A(b) is an even component, (2) implies that kj= 0 and hence M(j) is a K- 
perfect matching of A(h); proving (1). 
If A($) is an odd component, then (3) implies that kjS 1. If, in addition, kj=O, 
M(j) is a K-hypomatching of A(G). On the other hand, if kj= 1, M(j) is a K- 
hypermatching of A(b); proving (2). 
Finally, (3) implies that M(j) is a K-hypermatching for exactly r(K) odd com- 
ponents A(I,); proving (3). Cl 
The proof of Theorem 3 leads to the following corollary stating that if (z(A), K) 
is a minimum cover, then K is contained in the span of every maximum matching. 
Corollary 4. If (n(A), K) is a minimum cover and M is a maximum matching of A, 
then KC_ sp(M), and for each even component A(b), A(I’) c sp(M). 
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Lovasz’s duality theory, as stated in Theorem 2, guarantees the existence of a 
minimum cover. Further, Theorem 3 characterizes maximum matchings in terms of 
a minimum cover. Unlike the Edmonds-Gallai duality theorem, however, this does 
not characterize a minimum cover in terms of maximum matchings. Lovasz did 
characterize a minimum cover for those parity problems, called primitive, with no 
point in the span of every maximum matching. In the next section we consider 
minimum covers of primitive parity problems and in Section 5 we extend them to 
characterize a minimum cover of any linear matroid parity problem. 
4. Primitive parity problems 
Let Q(A) denote the collection of all maximum matchings of the parity matrix 
A. We define the kernel of A, denoted ker(A), to be n (sp(M): ME $2(A)). 
Lovasz [18] called those parity matrices A with ker(ci) = 0, primitive. Coro:iary 4 
states that if (Z(A), K) is a minimum cover of A, then K E ker(A) and for each 
even component A(I’), A(I’)c sp(M). Thus, any minimum cover of a primitive 
parity matrix A must be of the form (1c(A),0), where n(A) contains no even com- 
ponents. 
Lovasz [18] characterized a minimum cover of the primitive parity matrix A in 
terms of the maximum matchings of A as follows. Two lines A(i) and A(j) such 
that r(MU A(i) UA(j))z~2v(A) + 1 for each maximum matching M are said to be 
coherent. Coherence is an equivalence relation. The consolidation Z,.(A) induced 
by the equivalence classes of the coherence relation is calied the coherent consolida- 
tion of A and its components are called the coherent components of A. Lovasz 
proved that (z,(A),O) is a minimum cover of the primitive parity matrix A. 
It is immediate from Theorem 3 that for each minimum cover (x(A),0) of the 
primitive parity matrix A, Z(A) is a refinement of the coherent consolidation. We 
characterize the minimum cover (rr,(A),O) of A such that for each minimum cover 
(;n(A),O), z(A) is a consolidation of n,(A). 
We characterize a minimum cover of the primitive parity matrix A in terms of 
maximum matchings and related prima1 constructs called near-matchings. A near- 
matching is a subset N of lines such that r(N) = 1 IV1 - 1. Each near-matching N con- 
tains a unique minima1 near-matching, denoted 2C(N), called the 2-circuit of N. In 
a graphic matching problem, exactly two edges of a near-matching N meet at a com- 
mon vertex. These two edges form the 2-circuit of N. 
Let J(A) denote the collection of maximum cardinality near-matchings of the 
primitive parity matrix A. We define .X(A) to be the hypergraph with a vertex for 
each line of A and an edge 2C(N) for each near-matching NE&~). Note that in 
the case of a graphic matching problem, the hypergrapl, MA) is again a graph. Let 
Q be the partition of { 1, . . . , n> induced by the conne.:ted components of .%(A). 
We refer to Q(A) as the primitive consolidation of A and we refer to the com- 
ponents of this consolidation as the primitive components of A. 
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Lemma 5 shows that the primitive consolidation gives a minimum cover of the 
primitive parity matrix A. Lovasz was apparently aware of this fact as his algorithm 
relies on it. In fact our proof is a specialization of Lovasz’s algorithm to primitive 
parity matrices. 
Lern~~~a 5. The cover (n,(A), 0) is a minimum cover of the primitive parity matrix A. 
Proof. See Appendix. 0 
Lemma 6 shows that for each minimum cover (a(A),0) of the primitive parity 
matrix A, z(A) is a consolidation of n,(A). 
Lemma 6. Suppose @(A), 0) is a minimum cover of the primitive parity matrix A. 
Then n(A) is a consolidation of n,,(A). 
Proof. Consider a maximum cardinality near-matching N of A. For each line A(i) 
in 2C(N), M= N-A(i) is a maximum matching. By ‘Theorem 3, for each such 
matching M, MnA($) is a hypomatching of A($) for each component A(4) of 
a(A). It follows that 2C(N) is contained in a single component of n(A). As this is 
true for each maximum cardinality near-matching, we conclude that z(A) is a con- 
solidation of In,. 0 
If A is a primitive parity matrix, the coherent consolidation q(A) defines the 
minimum cover such that any other minimum cover arises as a refinement of 
q.(A). The primitive consolidation n,(A) defines the minimum cover such that any 
other minimum cover arises as a consolidation of zJA). Lemma 7 shows that the 
family of minimum covers of a primitive parity matri.< forms a natural lattice with 
(n,(A), 0) being the greatest Jement and &(A), 0) the least. 
Let A(A) denote the collections of all consolidations z(A) of the primitive parity 
matrix A such that (n(A), 0) is a minimum cover of A. Then the primitive consolida- 
tion of A is the least element of A(A) under the partial order in which z(A) < z’(A) 
if n’(A) is a consolidation of z(A). The coherent consolidation is the greatest ele- 
ment under this partial order. For any two elements z(A) and z’(A) let n(A)vz’(A) 
be the least common consolidation of z(A) and n’(A). Likewise, let n(A)l\n’(A) be 
the greatest common refinement of z(A) and n’(A). 
Lemma 1. For each primitive parity matrix A, A(A) together with the binary opera- 
tions v and A forms a lattice. 
Proof. See Appendix. El 
In the next section, we extend these results to the case when A is not necessarily 
primitive. The key idea is the notion of a “kernel-inducing” minimum cover in- 
troduced in Orlin and Vande Vate [22]. 
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5. Canonical covers 
In this section we consider a specia! class of minimum covers for, not necessarily 
primitive, parity problems. We characterize a member of this class in terms of the 
maximum matchings and we show that this cover is the least element of a natural 
lattice over the entire class. 
A minimum cover @(A), K) of A is kernel-inducing if K together with the even 
components of @(A), K) spans ker(A). The algorithm of Orlin and Vande Vate [22] 
provides a constructive proof that each parity matrix A admits a kernel-inducing, 
minimum cover (n(A), K). A kernel-inducing, minimum cover is canonical if it has 
a unique (possibly empty) even component A&), where I, = (i: A(i) C_ ker(A)). It 
is easy to construct a canonical cover from a kernel-inducing, minimum cover of 
A. Thus, each parity matrix A admits a canonical cover. We characterize a 
canonical cover of A in terms of maximum matchings thereby generalizing Theorem 
1 to the parity problem. Along the way we observe that the parity problem obtained 
after contracting the kernel is primitive. This fact allows us to conclude that the 
family of canonical covers of a parity matrix A forms a lattice. Finally, we observe 
that the odd components of the least element in the lattice of canonical covers enjoy 
an additional critical property called “hypermatchability”. 
We extend the results of Section 4 by showing that “projecting away” or contrac- 
ting the kernel leaves a primitive parity problem. To this end, given a set 2 of points 
we say that a matching M of A is a matching of A contract -7, denoted A/Z if 
r(M/Z) =r(M). The parity problem in A/Z is to find a matching of A/Z with a 
maximum number of lines. We denote the maximum number of lines in a matching 
of A/Z by v(A/Z). The following lemma relates covers of A to the problem in A/Z. 
It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2 and may be proved by constructions 
analogous to those used in the proof of Theorem 3. 
Lemma 8. Suppose (II(A), K) is a cover of A and Z is a set of points in V. Then, 
v(A/Z)sr(K/Z)+ C (Lr{A(b)/KUZ)/2J: I’EZ). 
We say that a cover (z(A), K) of -4 is a minimum cover of A/Z if 
v(A/Z) = r(K/Z) + C (Ir(A(lj)/K U Z)/2J : I’E II). 
Lemma 9 shows that if (n(A), K) is a canonical cover of A, then (z(A), 0) is a mini- 
mum cover of Aher( From thic we shall conclude that A/ker(il) is primitive and 
* develop a characterization of a canonical cover of A in terms of maximum matchings. 
Lemma 9. For each canonical cover (Ir(Aj, K) of A, 
(1) (z(Aj,O) is a minimum cover of A/ker(A), 
(2) each maximum matching of A contains a maximum matching of A/ker(Aj, 
(3) for each maximum matching M of A/ker(A) and each odd component A(Ij j 
of (z(A),K), Mn A(Q) is a K-hypomatching of A(I’). 
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proof. We see that (n(A),@ is a minimum cover of A/ker(A) as follows. First, by 
Lemma 8, 
v(A/ker(A)) 5 r(K/ker(A)) + c (Lr(A(Ij)/K U ker(A))/21: lj e II). 
By Corollary 4, then 
v(A/ker(A)) 5 c (Lr(A(Ij)/ker(A))/2 J: A($) an odd component). 
We show that 
v(A/ker(A)) = c (Lr(A(I’)/ker(A))n J : A(1’) an odd component) 
as follows. Consider a maximum matching M of A. Since (n(A), K) is a minimum 
cover of A, we have that M(E) = Mfi A&) is a K-perfect matching of A&) and, 
for each odd component A(Zj) of (z(A), K), M(j) = Mfl A(Ij) is either a K- 
hypomatching or a K-hypermatching of A($). Moreover, since (n(A), K) is kernel- 
inducing, 
M(E) U (K(M(j)): M(j) is a K-hypermatching) 
spans kcr(A). 
For each odd component A(Ij) of (n(A), K), if M(j) is a K-hypomatching, let 
M’(j) = M( j). Otherwise, M(j) is a near-matching of A(Ij)/ker(A). Choose a line 
A(i) in the 2-circuit of M(j) and let M’(j) = M(j) -A(i). The matching 
M’= U(M’( j): A(Ij) is an odd component of (z(A), K)) 
proves (1) and (2); (3) follows immediately. q 
Corollary 10. The parity problem A/ker(A) is primitive. 
The observation that the A/ker(A) is primitive together with Theorem 3 and the 
results of Section 4 lead to the following generalization of Theorem 1. 
Theorem 11. Given a par ?y matrix A = [A(i): iE [ 1, . . . , n]], 
l let A&) = u (A(i): A(i) c ker(A)), 
l let K be a baFe of n (sp(M- A(I&): ME Q(A)), 
l let (z(A),K) be the cover of A with even component A(&) and odd com- 
ponents any minimum cover of (A - A(I&)/K. 
Then 
(I) (z(A), K) is a minimum cover of A, 
(2) each odd component of (n(A), K) is K-hypomatchable, and 




matching M is a maximum matching if and only if 
MnA(I,) is a K-perfect matching of A&), 
M Cl A(Ij) is either a K-hypomatching or a K-hypermulching of A(c) &for 
each odd component A(Ij) and 
MnA(Ij) is a K-hypermatching Of A(I’) for exactly r(K) odd components 
A([‘) of (n(A), K)* 
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Proof. Let (&(A),K’) be a canonical cover oi A. We see that sp(K’)= 
n (sp(M-A&)): MeQ(A)) as follows. First, since (z’(A),K’) is a minimum 
cover, we have by Theorem 3 that for each maximum matching M of A, Mn A($) 
is a K’-hypermatching of A&) for exactly r(K) odd components A(/“) of 
(z’(A), K’). It follows that K’E sp(M- A(&)) for each matching ME Q(A). We see 
that sp(K’) 2 n(sp(M- A&)): ME D(A)) as follows. Consider a point p$sp(K’). 
If p$: ker(A), there is a maximum matching M such that p$ sp(M) and hence 
yd sp(M-AU,)). If p E ker(A), then for any maximum matching M, there is a col- 
umn of A(&) in the circuit of M+p. Thus, p$ sp(M- A&)) and sp(K’) = 
n (sp(M - A(I&): A& a(A)). 
By Theorem 3, for each maximum matching M of A, Mn A(&) is a K-perfect 
matching of A&) and so 
v(A -A(&)) = v(A) - Lr(A(I,)/K)/2j 
and (A - A(I&)/K is primitive. Let @(A - A(I&),0) be a minimum cover of 
(A -A(&))/K. It is immediate that (IC(A -A&)), K) is a minimum cover of 
(A -A(&)) and hence adding the even component A&) to II gives a canonical 
cover of A. From this (2) and (3) follow immediately. 0 
Corollary 12. The canonical covers of A form a lattice. The least element in this 
lattice is the cover whose odd components are the primitive components of 
(A - A(I,))/K. The greatest element in this lattice is the cover whose odd com- 
ponents are the coherent components of (A - A(I&)/K. 
The canonical cover of A whose odd components arc the primitive components 
of (A - A(Z,&/K is the least element in the lattice of canonical covers. As the least 
element, this cover exhibits pecial properties related to critical graphs. The odd com- 
ponents of each kernel-inducing, minimum cover (x(A), K) are K-hypomatchable. 
The odd components of this cover exhibit an additional “critical” property. Let K 
be a set of points in V. The parity matrix A is K-hypermatchable if for each subset 
K * of points in sp(K) such that r(A/K*)> r(A/K), there is a K-hypermatching M 
of A such that K(M) $ sp(K*). Equivalently, A is K-hypermatchable if there is a 
collection H of K-hypermatchings such that (K(M): ME I-I] spans S+(K) fi sp(A). 
In the case of graphic matchings, the odd components of every canonical cover are 
K-hypermatchable. This is not true of parity problems in general. Lemma 13 shows 
that as the least element in the lattice of canonical covers, all the odd components 
of our cover (z(A), K) are K-hypermatchable. 
Lemma 13. Each primitive component A(Ij) of (A - A(I,))/K is K-hypermat; !-able. 
Proof. Consider the primitive component A(lj) of (A - A(IE))/K. If l1jl = 1, then 
A(l”) is a line and is trivially K-hypermatchable. Suppose then that (Ijl > 1. We 
prove by contradiction that A(Ij) is K-hypermatchable. 
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If A(4) is not K-hypermatchable, there is a subset K* of points in sp(K) such 
that r(A(b)/K*)>r(A&)/K) but there is no K-hypermatching M of A(b) with 
K(M)6 sp(K*). We may assume, without loss of generality, that r(K*) = r(K) - 1 
and hence that v(A(I,)/K *) = Lr(A(b)/K *)/2] - 1. Since A(b) is K-hypomatchable 
and each K-hypomatching is a maximum matching of A&)/K*, A&)/K* is 
primitive and any minimum cover of A(G)!_K* must be of the form (n*(A($)),O). 
Further, since v(A(I,-)/K *) < Lr(A(lj)/K *)/21, n* partitions A($) into at least two 
components. 
Let it’ be the partition of { 1, . . . , n} obtained from the primitive consolidation by 
replacing 1’ with the partition IC*. Since 
CAP(rc*(A(i’J), 0) = v(A@)/K *) = Lr(A(Q)/K)/2J 
and K* c sp(K), CAP(n’(A), K) = CAP(rr(A), K) and (n*(A)., K) is a canonical cover 
of A contradicting the fact that (n(A), K) is the least element in the lattice of 
canonical covers. It follows that each primitive component of (A - A(I,))/K is K- 
hypermatchable. Cl 
We say that the parity matrix A is c~iticd with respect o K, if A is both K- 
hypomatchable and K-hypermatchable. Orlin and Vande Vate 1221 developed an ef- 
ficient algorithm for the parity problem which recognizes and “shrinks” critical 
components. Shrinking critical components reduces the problem of finding a max- 
imum matching of A to finding a maximum cardinality intersection in two represent- 
able matroids. Given a maximum matching of A(&) and a maximum intersection 
in these two matroids, we may construct a maximum matching of A by finding an 
appropriate K-hypomatching or K-hypermatching in each odd component. The dif- 
ficulty in extending this approach to finding ti maximum weight matching appears 
to arise from the fact that the K-hypomatchings are related to the intersection in 
complex ways. In the graphic matching problem, we may associate ach hypomatch- 
ing in the odd component Ci with the vertex u of G(Ci) left unmatched. Such a 
simple association does not appear possible in the parity problem as our choice of 
a hypomatching in each component depends upon our choices in other components. 
6. Conclusions 
W:: conclude by returning to the graphic matching problem and the Edmonds- 
Gallai duality theory that motivated these investigations. As a special case of the 
parity problem, the family of canonical covers for the graphic matching problem 
forms a natural lattice. The cover described in the Edmonds-Gallai Structure 
Theorem (Theorem 1) is a member of this family and in fact the greatest member 
of this lattice. That is, in the case of graphic matchings, the coherent components 
of the primitive graph G(0) are its nontrivial, connected components. The leas ele- 
ment in the lattice of canonical covers is described in the following corollary. 
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Corollary 14. Given a graph G = ( V, E), 
l let the vertex o be outer and in the set 0 if and only if there is a rnaximunj 
matching which leaves o unmatched, 
l let the vertex u be inner and in the sei I if and only if u is matched by each max- 
imum matching and v is adjacent o an outer vertex, 
a let the vertex v be remaining and in the set R if and only if v is matched by each 
maximum matching, but v is not adjacent o an outer vertex. 
Then 
(I) 0 is a minimum cover where 
l foreach MI, (v]E@?, 
l Rtzg,and 
l the vertices of each nontrivial, 2-connected component of G(0) are an ele- 
ment of Q, 
(2) each 2-connected component of G(0) is hypomatchabPe, and 
(3) a matching M is a maximum matching if and only if 
l M contains a perfect matching of G(R), 
l &I contains a hypomatching of each 2-connected component of G(0) and 
l M matches each inner vertex to a vertex in a distinct 2-connected compo- 
nent of G(0). 
Corollary 14 differs from the Edmonds-Gallai duality theory for graphic match- 
ings as stated in Theorem 1 in that we used the primitive consolidation, i.e., the 
2-connected components of G(O), rather than the coherent consolidation, i.e., the 
connected components of G(0). This result is related to Pulleyblank and Edmonds’ 
[24] characterization of the unique (up to scalar multiples of the inequalities) 
minimal, totally dual integral system for the graphic matching problem. The only 
odd set constraints required in the Schriiver System for the graphic matching prob- 
lem are those for odd sets S of vertices such that G(S) is hypomatchable and 
2-connected. (See also Cook and Pulleyblank [2] for an excellent discussion of this 
and related results.) 
Example. Consider the graphic matching problem on the graph depicted in Fig. 1. 
Vertices 1,2, .. . , 8 are outer, vertex 9 is inner and vertices 10 and 11 are remaining. 
The minimum cover defined in the Edmond-Gallai Structure Theorem, Theorem 1, 
Fig. 1. 
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has the two nontrivial odd components (1,2,3} and {4,5,6,7,8}. The minimum 
cover defined in Corollary 14 has the three nontrivial odd components { 1,2,3), 
(45,6} and (6,7,8). 
Despite the wealth of similarities between the graphic matching problem and the 
linear matroid parity problem, the question of a polyhedral characterization for the 
latter remains open. 
Appendix 
Proof of Lemma 5. We show that for each maximum matching M and each compo- 
nent A(b) of nJA), IMn A( = r(A(I”)) - 1 and hence that 
V(A) = /_M[ 
= c ((MnA(I,)I: Ijq,) 
= c @(A@))-1: I@ P ) 
= CAP(np(A), 0). 
In particular, we show that for each maximum matching M of A, (M~I A( = 
v(A[Z, 1) = r(A(I,)) - 1. Applying these arguments to each primitive component 
proves the lemma. 
Let M’ and M2 be maximum matchings of A such that among all maximum 
matchings, IM’nA(I,)I is minimum and IM2nA(II)l is maximum. Let M’(l)= 
M’nA(I,) and let M2(1)=M2nA(I,). 
First, suppose that 
IM*(l)I = lM2(1)1 = v(A(1,)). (4) 
In this case, we have that for each maximum matching M of A, IMn A(I,) 
v(A(1,)) from which it follows that 
l A&) is primitive, 
l A(I,) has the single primitive component A(I,), and 
l v(A(II )) = r(A(I, )) - 1 
as desired. 
Suppose then that (4) does not hold. Then, either 
or 
IM’(l)l = IM’(l)l< v(A[I,I) 
IM’(l)l < JM2(l)l~ vbW,I). 
= 
In either case, let M be a maximum matching of A with IM(I A( = IM’(l)( 
and let M(1) be a maximum matching of A(I,) and, among all such matchings 
choose M and M(1) such that JMn M(l)] is maximum. 
First, we see that M( 1) C_ sp(M) as follows. If M( l)g sp(M), then there is a line 
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A.(i) in M(1) - M such that N=MUA(i) is a maximum cardinality near-matching 
of A. Since 2C(N)&M(l), there is a line A(j) in M-M(l) such that M’= 
MUA(A(_j)isamaximummatchingofA. Since IM’nM(l)I>IMnM(l)I,the 
matching M’ contradicts the choice of M. 
Next, we see that M( 1) c M. Suppose M( 1) g M and let A(i) be a line in M( 1) -M. 
Since A is primitive, there is a maximum matching M’ of A such that A(i)@ M’. 
Since M’ is a maximum matching, N= M’UA(i) is a maximum cardinality near- 
matching of A and A(i) E 2C(N). Select a maximum matching M’( 1) of A(I,) and 
a maximum matching M’ of A such that 
IM’nAm = IMnN,)l, (5) 
IM’n M’(l)1 = IMn M(l)l, (6) 
and 
A(i)EM’. (7) 
Moreover, among all such pairs, choose M’(1) and M’ so that 
IM’(INI is maximum. (8) 
Note that by (5), M’(l)g M’, but by (6), M’( 1) E sp(M’). 
Now, since r(N)>r(M’), there is a line A(j) in N-M’ such that N’= M’U A(j) 
is a maximum cardinality near-matching of A. Since II(A) is the primitive consolida- 
tion of A, either 
2C(N’) f7 A(II) = 0, (9) 
or 
2C(N’) E A(I, ). (10) 
In case (9), since 2C(N)#2C(N’), there is a line A(k) in N’-I‘v’ such that 
M” = N’- A(k) is a maximum matching of A. However, since jM”f7 NI > IM’n NI, 
the matching M” contradicts our choice of M’ and M’(1). 
In case (lo), if 2C(N’) c M’(1) U ,4(j), M’(1) U A(j) - A(k) for any A(k) E 
2C(N’) - A(j) contradicts our choice of M’ and M’(1). Otherwise, there is 
A(k) E 2C(N’) - (M’( 1) U A(j)) and A(k) E 2C(M’( 1) U A(j)) - N’. Letting M” = 
M’U A(j) - A(k) and M’( 1) = M’( 1) U A(j) -A(K) contradicts our choice of M’ 
and M’(1). q 
Proof of Lemma 7. We need to show that for each pair of elements n(A) and n’(A) 
in A(A), n(A)l\lr’(A) and n(A)vd(A) are also in A(A). To accomplish this, let 
n*(A) = [A(Ij*): ‘j*E [ l... m]] be the primitive consolidation of A and let g denote 
the collection of subsets I c [ 1, . . . , n] such that I- U(I*: Jo J) and Lr(A(I))/2] = 
C (Lr(A(IT))/2]: jd) for some JC [l, . . . . m]. It suffices to show that for each 
pair I and !’ in8 such that In1’#0 both IU I’ and In I’ are in& First, 
r(A(lU I’)) = r(A(I)) + r(A(I’)) - r(sp(A(I)) n sp(A(1’))) 
5 r(A(I)) + r(A(I’)) - r(A(In I’)) 
5 2Lr(A(1))/2] + 2Lr(A(1’))/2J + 2 - r(A(In I’)). 
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Further, 
r(A(m I’)) 2 2 C (Lr(Aq*))/2 J : /i* E m I’) + 1 
since otherw..se, consolidating the primitive components in In I’ would lead to a 
minimum cover with an even component A(ln I’); contradicting the fact that A is 
primitive. Thus, 
r(A(IU I’)) s 2Lr(A(t))/2j + 2tr(A(E’))/2] -I- 2 - r(A(lR I’)) 
52 c (Lr(A(Z’*))/2]: Ij*~IUI’)+l. 
Finally, since 
r(A(ZUI'))r2 c (Lr(A(I’*))/2j: Ij%IUI’)+l 
we conclude that 
Lr(A(IU 1’))/2 J = C (Lr(A(q*))/2 J: 1; E IU I’) 
and hence 
Lr(A(m r))n J = C (jr(A(Z;))/2 J : Ij* E rn 1’). 
it follows that IU I’ and In I’ are in $I Cl 
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